
1. Introduction

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

Open Comment Period for Green-e Energy Singapore Documents:
-Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore, Version 1.0
-Terms of Reference for the Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

Green-e® Energy seeks feedback on the Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore (the "Standard"), which is a new document
that sets eligibility criteria for the certification of renewable energy sales and use in Singapore.

The Terms of Reference ("TOR") for the Standard are also open for review and comment.  The TOR outlines the goals and impacts of
the Standard in Singapore, and provides a needs assessment for Green-e Energy certification being available in Singapore.

Drafts of the Standard and TOR, along with a PDF copy of the following survey, are available at the Green-e Energy International
Framework Criteria page on the Green-e website (opens in a new window) for you to view before completing the survey. This page also
contains information on the Green-e Energy International Framework for Renewable Energy Certification (the "Framework"), and how
the Singapore Standard relates to the Framework.

Feedback on both the Standard and TOR will be accepted until 11:59pm Singapore Time on Saturday, January 28, 2017 (7:59am
Pacific Standard Time).  You may submit feedback through the following survey, or by emailing written comments to
comments@green-e.org using the subject "Singapore Standard Comments".  If you are submitting written comments, please review
the survey PDF for the specific questions on which we are seeking feedback. Comments on any part of the Standard and TOR are
welcome, however.

The Center for Resource Solutions ("CRS"), which administers Green-e Energy, will conduct a second comment period on the
Standard, incorporating feedback from this first comment period and updating the Standard based on the final version of the
Framework.

Posted on November 29, 2016

Center for Resource Solutions
1012 Torney Ave. 2nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94129 USA
www.resource-solutions.org

www.green-e.org
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2. Respondent Background

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

1. What type of organization do you work for? Check all that apply.*

Investor-owned electric service provider

Co-op electric service provider

Municipal electric service provider

Electric service provider in a deregulated electricity market

Generation Facility Owner / Operator

Energy project developer

Energy investor / financier

Energy attribute certificate seller / marketer / aggregator

Energy attribute certificate or renewable energy purchaser

Environmental non-profit

Other Non-profit or industry organization

Local government

Provincial / State Government

National Government

Other: please describe

2. Where do you operate?  Please select all that apply.*

Singapore

Southeast Asia, one or more countries other than Singapore

East Asia

Globally

Decline to state

Other location(s) of operation, if none of the above apply:
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Name  

Company  

Country  

Email Address  

3. Although your contact information is not necessary to complete the survey, providing your contact
information will help us if we have follow up questions for you. We will not distribute your contact
information; it will only be used for follow-up related to the Standard.  By providing your email address, you
are consenting to being contacted for such follow-up

4. Please check this box if you would like to be contacted about the use and eligibility of biomass fuels in
Singapore specifically.

Please add me to a stakeholder list for biomass issues
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This survey is designed to collect your feedback at the level of detail you wish to provide, and does
not require you to click through all of the sections in order to submit your feedback.  Green-e
appreciates your detailed thoughts, and so the more information you can provide the stronger and
more impactful the Standard will be.

On the following page, you will be able to write in any general comments you have on the Standard
and on the TOR.

Green-e also seeks feedback on a number of specific questions about the Standard, and these will
be asked subsequent to the general comments page.  If you only wish to provide general
comments, you may skip these questions.

Following the specific questions, you may enter comments you have that are related to any
particular section of the Standard.  These comments are also optional and may be skipped, but
section-specific comments will allow you to offer very targeted feedback on language, intent,
details of individual rules, and the like.

The view the Standard, the TOR and the PDF of this survey that contains specific questions for
which we are seeking feedback, please visit http://green-e.org/getcert_re_international.shtml (opens
in new window).  

Thank you very much for offering your feedback to help advance credible renewable electricity use
and certification!

3. Survey Format and Organization

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore
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4. General Comments on the TOR and Standard

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

5. Please enter all comments you have regarding the Terms of Reference in the comment box below.  This
is the only section of the survey in which to provide feedback on the Terms of Reference.

6. Please enter any general comments you have about the Standard here.  Keep in mind that if you choose
to continue to the next sections of this survey you will be able to provide much more detail, and may which
to skip this general comments box.  However, you are welcome to only provide comments in this box
without continuing to the more detailed sections that follow.

7. Do you wish to continue to the detailed questions on the Standard?  If you select "No" you will be taken
to the final page of this survey where you may submit your responses.
*

Yes, continue to the detailed questions

No, skip to the final page of the survey
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Because electricity cannot be differentiated once it is generated and put on to the grid, renewable
electricity use and sale are determined based on who contractually owns the environmental
attributes of the generation. These attributes define what kind of generation occurred, where and
when, what environmental benefits the generation has, and all other defining characteristics of the
generation. These attributes can be conveyed and tracked using Environmental Attribute
Certificates (EACs) for the purposes of electricity trading. In some markets, these attributes can be
contractually sold separately from the electricity.

In many places where electricity customers can choose their electricity provider or source, one
way to verify this is using EACs as proof that renewable electricity generation occurred, that the
generation was put onto the electricity grid, and that no other party can claim to be buying or using
it.  In Singapore, when a customer signs up for a renewable electricity program through an
electricity provider, all attributes (i.e. EACs) from that renewable electricity will be delivered to that
customer.  Sales of EACs separately from electricity (standalone EACs) are not common in
Singapore at this time.

For more information on EACs (called RECs in some markets), see also:
Video: What is a REC
World Resources Institute's guidance on electricity purchasing
RE100 Blog: How to make credible renewable electricity usage claims - and why it matters

5. II.A Renewable Energy Product Types

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

Please provide any further detail or comments you have related to your response, particularly related to why sales of standalone EACs
would or wouldn’t be desirable or possible. For example, resources to substantiate that the consumption of physical electricity
associated with these EACs cannot also be claimed or used to demonstrate use of renewable energy.

8. Should the sales of standalone EACs be able to be certified under the Standard?

Yes, the purchase of EACs on their own should also be eligible.

No, only renewable electricity purchasing (electricity service with all attributes / EACs) should be eligible under the Standard at
this time.
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Green-e Energy certification aims to support sustainable renewable resource use for electricity
generation. Based on our research and outreach, the most likely types of renewable resources to
be developed in Singapore are solar, wind and biomass (including biogas).

The next page contains specific questions on biomass, so please reserve comments on biomass
until the next page.

6. III.A Renewable Resource Types

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

If you have any other comments about resource types, please enter them here:

9. Are there any other resource types that are included in the Framework that you think should also be
eligible in Singapore, beyond what is already included in the Standard?

Geothermal

Ocean (tidal, wave)

Hydroelectric

Fuel Cells (that store eligible renewable electricity)
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The sourcing and sustainability of biomass and biogas fuels can be complex areas, and Green-e
only seeks to develop biomass and biogas criteria if they reflect the context and stakeholders’
desired market development in Singapore. These two fuel types are covered in Section III.A.3 and
III.A.4 specifically, and are currently written to address high-level issues related to those fuel.
Green-e would like feedback on the specific details that should ultimately be used in the Standard.

7. III.A.3 Biomass and III.A.4 Biogas

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

10. Are there specific biomass sustainability practices, laws or criteria that you think should be applied in
the Standard? Please provide details.

11. Are there specific fuel production locations or practices that you think should be excluded from the
Standard? Please provide details.

12. What other thoughts or modifications to the Standard’s resource eligibility rules do you think are
appropriate for Singapore? In particular, we welcome thoughts on the use and origin of woody biomass and
on the level of maturity of waste-to-energy technologies in Singapore.
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This section requires that a certified renewable electricity product that is sold in a given calendar
year must come from generation that occurred relatively close in time to that year. The allowable
period of generation can be longer than the actual calendar year of sale, which is allowed for Scope
2 emissions reported according to the World Resources Institute and is common practice in many
other places. A longer generation period is often allowed to account for the seasonality of some
resources, and to allow renewable electricity generators some flexibility if they do not generate as
much as they have contracted to sell (allowing a ‘true-up’ generation period).

8. III.B. Vintage of Eligible Renewable Generation

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

Please provide any other suggested modifications or extra detail here:

13. If you think that the period of time allowable in the Vintage section should be modified in any particular
way to work for the Singapore market, what modifications do you suggest?

No change; keep the range in the Framework and in the US/Canada Standard (the Green-e Energy National Standard)

Do not include generation from the first quarter of the year following the year of sale.

Limit the allowable generation to the same calendar year as the year in which the certified Renewable Energy Product is sold.

Other: please explain in the comment box below.
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The Framework allows a Regional Standard, such as the Singapore Standard, to limit the age of
eligible electricity generators.  The earliest year an eligible ‘new’ generator may be built is referred
to as the applicable New Date in the Standard.  The current draft of the Standard is written to use a
New Date of 2014 (the year that the current contestability threshold was put into place) for Green-e
Energy certified sales that take place from 2017 through 2028, and starting with 2029 sales the New
Date would increase by one year each year.  This means that the maximum age for an eligible
generator is 15 years.   The Standard and the Framework contain further language and examples on
the New Date.

Green-e would like feedback on what kind of age limit is appropriate for Singapore, and comments
on any specific details of that age limit.

9. III.C. Generator Age and “New Date”

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

If you have further information to support your response please include it here:

14. Do you think that the amount of generation available from generators built during or after 2014 will be
sufficient to meet the demand for certified Renewable Energy Products?

Yes

No

No opinion

15. If you support a New Date year other than 2014, what year do you think is an appropriate initial New
Date year for Singapore?  Please write in a year, and add a comment on why this is an appropriate year.
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Please provide any additional comments, support or year suggestions here:

16. What do you think that the maximum age should be for a generator providing renewable electricity or
EACs to a Green-e certified product in Singapore?

5 years

10 years

15 years

20 years

25 years

Other: please write in the comment box below
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A possible way to help the Singapore voluntary renewable energy market transition into a New Date
year that is relatively recent could be to allow that the amount of ‘new’ renewables that are required
to start low and increase each year.  For example, in 2017 only 50% of the generation used in a
certified Renewable Energy Products might be required to come from new generators, with the rest
coming from generators that are older (but otherwise eligible under the Standard).  Then in 2018 the
percentage from new generators might increase to 60%, then to 70% in the following year, until
100% of generation used would have to come from new generators.

10. III.C. Generator Age and “New Date” - additional questions

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

Please enter any details on your response here:

17. Do you think that increasing the percentage of new renewables over time should be part of the New
Date rules in the Standard?

Yes

No

No opinion

18. What percentage of a Green-e certified product should come from 'new' generators when the Standard
launches?

10

20

25

30

33

50

Other (please specify)
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19. by how many percentage points should this required amount of new renewables increase each year?

5

10

25

33

Other (please specify)

20. If you have any further comments on any aspect of the structure of the New Date rule, please enter
them here:
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Currently, only generators that are located in Singapore are eligible. However, Green-e seeks
feedback on whether, when and how renewable electricity from Malaysia or other ASEAN countries
might become eligible in the future. At some point in time, Singapore will likely exhaust the space it
has for the development of new renewable generators, and so demand for renewable electricity
might be met by generation from other nearby countries.

11. III.D.1. Geographic Eligibility for Certified Electricity Products

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

Please provide any comments you have on this matter, for example on timing, considerations, stakeholder to consult or market
development impacts:

21. Do you think that Green-e should consider allowing imported renewable electricity in a future version of
the Standard?

Yes

No

No opinion
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If an eligible on-site generator exports electricity to the grid, that electricity can be eligible for use
in a certified sale as the Standard is currently written.  In many cases, the electricity from an on-site
generator will not be exported, but will flow into the property on which the generator is installed. 
This is called ‘behind-the-meter’ generation.  In some other voluntary renewable electricity markets,
EACs from behind-the-meter generation are also eligible, so long as the property with the on-site
generator does not wish to claim to be using renewable electricity itself.  In such cases, the
property is effectively generating renewable electricity for the EAC buyer and the property itself is
considered to be using grid power.

12. III.D.3. Customer-Sited Generators

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

Please enter any comments here:

22. Do you think that the sale of EACs from behind-the-meter generation should be also eligible for Green-
e Energy certification in Singapore? 

Yes (please provide details below on why this should be allowed and how to avoid consumer confusion)

No

No opinion
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Based on research and outreach to date, renewable electricity (at least that exported to the grid)
generated by solar facilities  that have won SolarNova tenders would be eligible for use in a
certified Renewable Energy Product. This is because SolarNova is intended to provide roof space
for solar development, but does not require that the renewable electricity be used by or provided to
any particular party. However, as part of this Standard consultation, Green-e would like any
additional information and feedback that is available on the SolarNova program, in particular how
SolarNova generators or generation should or should not qualify under Green-e’s Regulatory
Surplus and Double Counting rules.

13. IV.B. Regulatory Surplus and IV.C. Double Counting

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

23. Please provide any comments and/or information about SolarNova that you think is relevant to the
eligibility of renewable electricity from SolarNova facilities under this Standard:

24. If you have comments on any other programs or laws in Singapore that you think are relevant to
eligibility this Standard, related to either Section III.B or Section III.C, please from them here:
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Green-e standards are meant to encourage that renewable electricity purchasers to purchase
meaningful amounts of renewable electricity. Because of this, the Framework contains guidance on
a minimum purchase quantity for residential buyers of certified renewable electricity, with the
minimum amount based on 10% of a household’s electricity use.  Based on 2014 data, the ‘average’
Singapore household used 466.1 kWh per month, and so the Standard currently contains a
minimum purchase requirement of 50 kWh per month for households.

14. IV.D. Minimum Purchase Quantity

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

25. What is an appropriate minimum purchase requirement for residential customers in Singapore?

25 kWh per month

50 kWh per month

100 kWh per month

10% of average Singapore residential use

25% of average Singapore residential use

50% of average Singapore residential use

Other (please specify)
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Renewable energy tracking systems use electricity generation meter data to issue a tradable
certificate as proof of generation of 1 MWh of electricity from a variety of renewable resources.  The
certificates can be traded to an end-user of electricity as proof that the end-user is consuming the
renewable electricity put onto the grid, and that no other user on the system is consuming that
same renewable electricity.  Green-e Energy certification includes a verification component that can
make use of certain tracking systems for a part of the process.  Green-e seeks feedback on whether
and when Green-e Energy certified Renewable Energy Products should be required to be tracked in
tracking systems.

15. V.B. Use of Renewable Energy Tracking Systems

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

Please provide any additional comments or thoughts behind your response here:

26. Do you think that the use of tracking systems should be required in Singapore under the Standard?

Yes

No

No opinion

Please provide any details to support your response above:

27. Do you think that the rules in the Standard requiring the use of tracking systems have the effect of
prohibiting smaller generators from being used, and if so do you think that this issue would be resolved by
not requiring generators smaller than 10MW to use tracking systems?

I don’t think that smaller generators will be deterred by the rule

I think that smaller generators will be deterred by the rule and support allowing generators smaller than 10MW to not use tracking
systems

I think that smaller generators will be deterred by the language and propose a different solution below

28. If you have any further suggested changes or comments on this section, please provide them here:
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29. Do you wish to provide any more comments on the Standard?  If you select "No" you will be taken to
the final page of this survey where you may submit your responses.
*

Yes, continue to open comment fields

No, skip to the final page of the survey
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16. Additional Comments on Any Section: First Page

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

On this page you may enter comments on any section of the Standard.  

Using the dropdown menu select the section you want to comment on, and then enter your comment in the corresponding text box. 
You can provide comments on up to 5 sections of the Standard on this page.

When you are done providing comments on this page, please respond to the question at the bottom of the page.  Selecting "Yes" will
allow you to enter additional comments, and selecting "No" will take you to the end of the survey for final response submission.

Comment on the selected section:

30. Section for comment:

Comment on the selected section:

31. Section for comment:

Comment on the selected section:

32. Section for comment:

Comment on the selected section:

33. Section for comment:
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34. Do you wish to provide more comments on this Standard?*

Yes - you will be taken to a page with more comment fields when you click "Next Page" below

No - you will be taken to the end of the survey for response submission when you click "Next Page" below
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17. Additional Comments on Any Section: Second Page

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

On this page you may enter comments on any section of the Standard.  

Using the dropdown menu select the section you want to comment on, and then enter your comment in the corresponding text box. 
You can provide comments on up to 5 sections of the Standard on this page.

When you are done providing comments on this page, please respond to the question at the bottom of the page.  Selecting "Yes" will
allow you to enter additional comments, and selecting "No" will take you to the end of the survey for final response submission.

Comment on the selected section:

35. Section for comment:

Comment on the selected section:

36. Section for comment:

Comment on the selected section:

37. Section for comment:

Comment on the selected section:

38. Section for comment:
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Comment on the selected section:

39. Section for comment:

40. Do you wish to provide more comments on this Standard?*

Yes - you will be taken to a page with more comment fields when you click "Next Page" below

No - you will be taken to the end of the survey for response submission when you click "Next Page" below
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18. Additional Comments on Any Section: Third Page

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

On this page you may enter comments on any section of the Standard.  

Using the dropdown menu select the section you want to comment on, and then enter your comment in the corresponding text box. 
You can provide comments on up to 5 sections of the Standard on this page.

When you are done providing comments on this page, please respond to the question at the bottom of the page.  Selecting "Yes" will
allow you to enter additional comments, and selecting "No" will take you to the end of the survey for final response submission.

Comment on the selected section:

41. Section for comment:

Comment on the selected section:

42. Section for comment:

Comment on the selected section:

43. Section for comment:

Comment on the selected section:

44. Section for comment:
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Comment on the selected section:

45. Section for comment:

46. Do you wish to provide more comments on this Standard?*

Yes - you will be taken to a page with more comment fields when you click "Next Page" below

No - you will be taken to the end of the survey for response submission when you click "Next Page" below
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19. Additional Comments on Any Section: Fourth Page

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

On this page you may enter comments on any section of the Standard.  

Using the dropdown menu select the section you want to comment on, and then enter your comment in the corresponding text box. 
You can provide comments on up to 5 sections of the Standard on this page.

When you are done providing comments on this page, please click "Next Page" to go to the final page of the survey.

Comment on the selected section:

47. Section for comment:

Comment on the selected section:

48. Section for comment:

Comment on the selected section:

49. Section for comment:

Comment on the selected section:

50. Section for comment:
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Comment on the selected section:

51. Section for comment:
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Thank you for your thoughts, comments and time in completing this survey.  Green-e Energy will
compile all responses for the consideration of the Green-e Governance Board, who will discuss and
vote on how to proceed with the development of the Standard.  A second stakeholder comment
period will be held on a revised version of the Standard in 2017.

When you click "Finish and Submit Responses" below, your comments will be submitted and you
will not be able to go back and edit them.  If you wish to go back and revise any of your responses
before submitting your feedback, please do so and then return to this page to submit your final
feedback by 11:59pm Singapore Time on Saturday, January 28, 2017.

20. Conclusion

Feedback on Green-e Energy Certification Standard: Singapore

Thank you again for your support of markets for voluntary renewable energy use!
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	A possible way to help the Singapore voluntary renewable energy market transition into a New Date year that is relatively recent could be to allow that the amount of ‘new’ renewables that are required to start low and increase each year.  For example, in 2017 only 50% of the generation used in a certified Renewable Energy Products might be required to come from new generators, with the rest coming from generators that are older (but otherwise eligible under the Standard).  Then in 2018 the percentage from new generators might increase to 60%, then to 70% in the following year, until 100% of generation used would have to come from new generators.
	17. Do you think that increasing the percentage of new renewables over time should be part of the New Date rules in the Standard?
	18. What percentage of a Green-e certified product should come from 'new' generators when the Standard launches?
	19. by how many percentage points should this required amount of new renewables increase each year?
	20. If you have any further comments on any aspect of the structure of the New Date rule, please enter them here:
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	11. III.D.1. Geographic Eligibility for Certified Electricity Products
	Currently, only generators that are located in Singapore are eligible. However, Green-e seeks feedback on whether, when and how renewable electricity from Malaysia or other ASEAN countries might become eligible in the future. At some point in time, Singapore will likely exhaust the space it has for the development of new renewable generators, and so demand for renewable electricity might be met by generation from other nearby countries.
	21. Do you think that Green-e should consider allowing imported renewable electricity in a future version of the Standard?
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	12. III.D.3. Customer-Sited Generators
	If an eligible on-site generator exports electricity to the grid, that electricity can be eligible for use in a certified sale as the Standard is currently written.  In many cases, the electricity from an on-site generator will not be exported, but will flow into the property on which the generator is installed.  This is called ‘behind-the-meter’ generation.  In some other voluntary renewable electricity markets, EACs from behind-the-meter generation are also eligible, so long as the property with the on-site generator does not wish to claim to be using renewable electricity itself.  In such cases, the property is effectively generating renewable electricity for the EAC buyer and the property itself is considered to be using grid power.
	22. Do you think that the sale of EACs from behind-the-meter generation should be also eligible for Green-e Energy certification in Singapore?
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	13. IV.B. Regulatory Surplus and IV.C. Double Counting
	Based on research and outreach to date, renewable electricity (at least that exported to the grid) generated by solar facilities  that have won SolarNova tenders would be eligible for use in a certified Renewable Energy Product. This is because SolarNova is intended to provide roof space for solar development, but does not require that the renewable electricity be used by or provided to any particular party. However, as part of this Standard consultation, Green-e would like any additional information and feedback that is available on the SolarNova program, in particular how SolarNova generators or generation should or should not qualify under Green-e’s Regulatory Surplus and Double Counting rules.
	23. Please provide any comments and/or information about SolarNova that you think is relevant to the eligibility of renewable electricity from SolarNova facilities under this Standard:
	24. If you have comments on any other programs or laws in Singapore that you think are relevant to eligibility this Standard, related to either Section III.B or Section III.C, please from them here:
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	14. IV.D. Minimum Purchase Quantity
	Green-e standards are meant to encourage that renewable electricity purchasers to purchase meaningful amounts of renewable electricity. Because of this, the Framework contains guidance on a minimum purchase quantity for residential buyers of certified renewable electricity, with the minimum amount based on 10% of a household’s electricity use.  Based on 2014 data, the ‘average’ Singapore household used 466.1 kWh per month, and so the Standard currently contains a minimum purchase requirement of 50 kWh per month for households.
	25. What is an appropriate minimum purchase requirement for residential customers in Singapore?
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	15. V.B. Use of Renewable Energy Tracking Systems
	Renewable energy tracking systems use electricity generation meter data to issue a tradable certificate as proof of generation of 1 MWh of electricity from a variety of renewable resources.  The certificates can be traded to an end-user of electricity as proof that the end-user is consuming the renewable electricity put onto the grid, and that no other user on the system is consuming that same renewable electricity.  Green-e Energy certification includes a verification component that can make use of certain tracking systems for a part of the process.  Green-e seeks feedback on whether and when Green-e Energy certified Renewable Energy Products should be required to be tracked in tracking systems.
	26. Do you think that the use of tracking systems should be required in Singapore under the Standard?
	27. Do you think that the rules in the Standard requiring the use of tracking systems have the effect of prohibiting smaller generators from being used, and if so do you think that this issue would be resolved by not requiring generators smaller than 10MW to use tracking systems?
	28. If you have any further suggested changes or comments on this section, please provide them here:
	* 29. Do you wish to provide any more comments on the Standard?  If you select "No" you will be taken to the final page of this survey where you may submit your responses.
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	16. Additional Comments on Any Section: First Page
	30. Section for comment:
	31. Section for comment:
	32. Section for comment:
	33. Section for comment:
	* 34. Do you wish to provide more comments on this Standard?
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	17. Additional Comments on Any Section: Second Page
	35. Section for comment:
	36. Section for comment:
	37. Section for comment:
	38. Section for comment:
	39. Section for comment:
	* 40. Do you wish to provide more comments on this Standard?
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	18. Additional Comments on Any Section: Third Page
	41. Section for comment:
	42. Section for comment:
	43. Section for comment:
	44. Section for comment:
	45. Section for comment:
	* 46. Do you wish to provide more comments on this Standard?
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	19. Additional Comments on Any Section: Fourth Page
	47. Section for comment:
	48. Section for comment:
	49. Section for comment:
	50. Section for comment:
	51. Section for comment:
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	20. Conclusion
	Thank you for your thoughts, comments and time in completing this survey.  Green-e Energy will compile all responses for the consideration of the Green-e Governance Board, who will discuss and vote on how to proceed with the development of the Standard.  A second stakeholder comment period will be held on a revised version of the Standard in 2017.  When you click "Finish and Submit Responses" below, your comments will be submitted and you will not be able to go back and edit them.  If you wish to go back and revise any of your responses before submitting your feedback, please do so and then return to this page to submit your final feedback by 11:59pm Singapore Time on Saturday, January 28, 2017.
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